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Mutation burden: a limiting factor for personal cancer vaccines?
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Cancer vaccines are not a new therapy; they have been tried
on patients as early as 1890. Since diseases have increasingly
been cured or controlled with the benefit of vaccines, tumor
vaccines have also drawn much attention and become one
of the promising therapies to cure cancer. A great number
of studies of cancer vaccines have been carried out, but
only vaccines against viruses whose infection could cause
cancer, such as HBV and HPV, have been proved effective
and used by large population groups. Vaccines targeting
tumor antigens cannot achieve the effect expected, mostly
because of two major obstacles. One is the lack of an
appropriate cancer antigen. The optimal antigen for a
tumor vaccine should be expressed only on tumor cells
but not normal cells, and should be consistently expressed
by all of the tumor cells. Most importantly, it should be
immunogenic (1). However, tumor cells usually are
heterogeneous as a result of mutations, which makes the
relevant tumor antigen difficult to identify. The majority
of traditional cancer vaccine studies are based on tumor
associated antigens (TAA), but elevated immunogenicity of
TAAs is difficult to achieve because tolerance for the antigen
has already developed in the body. The other obstacle is
the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment, which
makes the immune response less robust than that observed
for other disease caused by foreign antigens. Therefore,
immune cells have submaximal function in tumor tissues
after vaccine stimulation.
With the noteworthy progress that has been achieved
using next generation sequencing, whole genome
information from individual patients becomes feasible
and low-cost, and multiple new technologies have been
developed to manipulate the tumor microenvironment. This
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has enabled tumor vaccine approaches based on neoantigens
to become remarkably effect. In two papers published in
Nature [Ott et al. (2) and Sahin et al. (3)], the groups used
similar methods to sequence the whole genome exon of
melanoma patients, and identified neoantigen candidates
after RNA-seq confirmation and HLA-binding prediction.
The neoantigens were then used as tumor vaccines to
treat melanoma with or without other therapies (2,3). The
Ott group synthesized long peptide for use in six patients
with high mutation rates. Two patients in stage IVM1b
achieved complete radiographic response when the peptide
vaccines were combined with anti-PD-L1 treatment. The
Sahin group used RNA mutanome vaccines, with a result
that most patients had tumors controlled except for one
patient with a B2M-deficient mutation. Both of the groups
stimulated autologous T cells with the neoantigens in vitro
to characterize the vaccine effect, and reported that the
neoantigen vaccine can achieve a robust immune response.
Compared to TAA, neoantigens are from mutated
tumor cells, so they are not expressed by normal cells.
Moreover, only mutations with high affinity to HLA are
selected as neoantigen. Thus, neoantigens have more
advantages with respect to specificity and immunogenicity
than TAA. Personally, designed vaccines based on the
mutations in each individual patient further promotes
the idea of precision medicine, which would lead to the
development of medicines according to the patient’s
personal genome mutation information. In addition to
synthetic long peptide and RNA vaccines, other types of
neoantigen vaccine have been tested. In 2015, Carreno
et al. developed a personalized vaccine based on dendritic
cells (DCs) (4). They produced the neoantigen peptide
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candidate after sequencing the patient’s DNA, and the DC
vaccine treatment was evaluated and shown to enhance
neoantigen-specific immune response. Currently, the two
papers that address personal neoantigens advance the DC
story by providing a good indication that the neoantigen
itself can achieve the expected vaccine results and control
the tumor in patients.
However, a limitation of these studies is that both of the
personalized neoantigen vaccine studies have been tried
only on melanoma patients. Melanoma is one type of tumor
with the highest mutation burden (5). Multiple clinical
trials are urgently needed and have been started based on
cancer neoantigens specific for other solid tumor types with
lower mutation burdens, including triple negative breast
cancer (TNBC), pancreatic cancer and ovarian cancer (1).
But animal model studies for a cancer with a low mutation
burden did not provide as exciting a result as for melanoma.
By a similar method as used for the melanoma patients, a
neoantigen peptide identified from the ID9-G7 ovarian
cancer mouse model, which is the model for high grade
serous carcinoma (HGSC), a low mutation rate ovarian
cancer, could not control tumor growth, even though the
neoantigen vaccine induced a strong immune response
in vitro and the patient survival was correlated to tumorinfiltrating T (TIL) cells (6). Compared to the success of
the neoantigen approach in melanoma, it seems likely that a
high mutation rate becomes essential for impacting vaccine
results. This may be the case not only for neoantigen
vaccines, but also for other promising immunotherapies
such as anti-PD-1 treatment, whose therapeutic efficacy
is also associated with mutation burden. According to a
correspondence published in The New England Journal
of Medicine, data from an anti-PD-1/PD-L1 treatment
study for 27 types of cancer revealed that the response
rate to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 inhibition is highly correlated
to tumor mutation burden (7). Anti-PD-1 inhibits the
checkpoint molecule PD-1 on T cells to activate T cells
and promote immune response. The correlation of clinical
results for both neoantigen vaccine and anti-PD-1/PDL1 to high mutation rates proves the basic concept for
anti-PD-1 treatment that the tumor-specific T cells have
infiltrated the tumor but they are suppressed by the tumor
microenvironment to be nonfunctional, and anti-PD-L1
treatment just activates these tumor specific T cells. The
mutation rate in tumor cells thus appears to be the major
factor responsible for normal stimulation of antigen-specific
T cells in the body. A higher mutation rate indicates more
neoantigen and higher immune response for tumors, even
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though there is suppression in the tumor microenvironment.
Therefore, with additional therapy to modify T cells or the
microenvironment, these antigen-specific T cells can be
stimulated and control the tumor burden.
Although neoantigen is more immunogenic compared
to many tumor-associated antigens, as they do not go
through central tolerance, they still undergo selection
pressure since the tumor has multiple intrinsic resistance
mechanisms to avoid being attacked by immune cytolytic
activity (8). Therefore, it can be expected that the
neoantigen vaccine would work better when combined with
T cell immunotherapy in high mutation burden tumors, but
there are still great opportunities to make neoantigens more
effective by improving prediction, peptide delivery and
adjuvants. However, for low mutation burden tumors, much
more effort is still needed to develop strategies to improve
immune responsiveness in the tumor microenvironment.
Because most current successful immunotherapies are based
on adaptive immunity, including checkpoint inhibition,
chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells, T cell receptor
(TCR) therapy and neoantigen vaccines, there may be value
in considering therapy directed toward the innate immune
system, which is currently the focus of multiple preclinical
and clinical trials. Targeting these cells could be the road to
new combination therapies that have not previously been
envisioned. With the precision medicine initiative founded
in 2015, precision tumor medicine could change the view
and treatment of cancer when combined with traditional
therapies. And there is little doubt that neoantigen vaccines
have the potential to be one of the most promising precision
tumor medicine therapies for cancer patients.
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